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In memory of Severino Caprioli (by Giovanni Diurni)
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In memory of Aldo Mazzacane (by Mario Caravale)
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Maria Rosa Di Simone, The legal status of the woman in the ABGB
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Federico Martino, Story of the man who wanted to swear in his own way. Civil law and freedom of
conscience between the Revolution and the Empire
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Giacomo Pace Gravina, “In Sicilia per poco non è data la stessa aria in enfiteusi”: a juridical
institution in the Leggi Civili of 1819 according to the interpretation of the islander jurists
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Antonio Cappuccio, speculative practices and resistances of the law: forward contracts on securities
in France between the Ancien Régime and the codification
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Antonello Cincotta, The environment “l’Antico e noi”. Historical introduction to a study on the
environmental criminal law.
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Daniele Edigati, A typical reform of the end of the Ancien Régime issued on the eve of the
annexation. Moreau de Saint-Méry and the problem of the criminal justice in the Duchy of Parma.
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Alessia Legnani Annichini, The juridical discipline of the mediator between the iura propria and the
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Claudia Passarella, The judicial torture in the Republic of Venice in the sixteenth and eighteenth
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Federico Roggero, The history of the common lands of the city of L’Aquila
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Enrico Sandrini, The regulation of legal professions in the austro-estense Duchy.
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Adhémar Esmein, The case-law and the doctrine (1902), introduction by Paolo Alvazzi del Frate
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Pierpaolo Bonacini: The gloss: a new digital resource for legal history
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Antonio Cammelli – Francesco Romani, Technologies for legal history: the references to the term
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Maria De Benedetto, The feature of the regulatory function: yesterday, today and tomorrow
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Simona Feci, The criminal lawyers in the Pontifical State during the Baroque period. An ongoing
research
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Maria Michela Greco, The Thirty-Six Commandments: the Irish Code of Honor
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Antonio Masi, The “Treasure finding” in the Gospel of Matthew
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Paolo Passaniti, Reflections on the historical meaning of the metayage. The Tuscan version of a
specific contract

21)

Federico Sciarra, The marriage in the nineteenth century between the civil and ecclesiastical power

22)

Enrico Spangesi, Italy “semenzaio di nazioni” (Sismondi). About Lorenzo Tanzini, A Consiglio. La vita
politica nell’Italia dei comuni, Bari, Laterza, 2014.
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Pilar Arregui Zamorano – Mercedes Galán Lorda, Ismael Sánchez and his contribute to legal history

24)

Pascual Marzal, Mariano Peset Reig: professor of legal history

25)

Presentation: “Procesos con nombre de mujer”, by Margarita Torremocha Hernández

26)

Marco Cavina, Women and euthanasia: criminal typology

27)

Margarita Torremocha Hernández, Juridical and social considerations on adulterous women in
Castilla at the end of the Ancien Régime

28)

Perdo Ortego Gil, Judgments on women during the Modern period: basic juridical aspects for its
comprehension

29)

Ofelia Rey Castelao, Galician women in front of the courts: their own defenses

30)

José Luis de las Heras Santos, Woman and moral in Castilian legislation during the Modern period

31)

Alfredo Martín García, Plaintiffs, defendants and witnesses. The documentation on women in the
marital proceedings produced by the Ecclesiastical Military Court in the Kingdom of Galicia during
the Modern period

32)

María José Pérez Álvarez, Priests and concubines: the lawsuits in front of the ecclesiastical court of
the diocese of León during the eighteenth century

33)

María Luisa Candau Chacón, Women in front of the justice: bigamists in modern Sevilla

34)

Carlos Lozano Ruiz, Verbal abuses in the domestic environment. The condition of maidservants at
the end of the Modern period

35)

Alberto Corada Alonso, Gossipy and shameless women. From street pardon to defamation crime

36)

Damigela Hoxha, Criminal women between doctrine and praxis at the end of the eighteenth century

37)

Cesarina Casanova, Women’s crimes, indulgent judges (Bologna, 16th and 18th centuries)

